
The Mule Earl Stone, a man in his 80s who is broke, alone, and facing 
foreclosure of his business when he is offered a job that simply requires him to 
drive. Easy enough, but, unbeknownst to Earl, he's just signed on as a drug 
courier for a Mexican cartel. He does well -- so well, in fact, that his cargo 
increases exponentially, and Earl is assigned a handler. But he isn't the only one 
keeping tabs on Earl; the mysterious new drug mule has also hit the radar of 
hard-charging DEA agent Colin Bates. And even as his money problems 
become a thing of the past, Earl's past mistakes start to weigh heavily on him, 
and it's uncertain if he'll have time to right those wrongs before law 
enforcement, or the cartel's enforcers, catch up to him. Warner
Nancy Drew and the Hidden Staircase After the death of his wife, Carson Drew 
decides to leave Chicago behind and make a fresh start with his daughter in 
River Heights. But for 16-year-old Nancy Drew, life in a small town is mighty 
dull. She longs for excitement, adventure, and the chance to make a difference. 
Nancy gets that opportunity when she is asked to help solve the ghostly 
activity at the Twin Elms mansion. Can she help explain the creaking footsteps, 
exploding lightbulbs and the ominous creature? Is it the handiwork of 
high-school bully Derek Barnes? Or is it possible that the ghost of original 
owner Malcolm Colfax is back for revenge? Recruiting her best friends George 
and Bess, along with local "mean girl" Helen, Nancy Drew is on the case! 
Warner
Archer Danger Island Season 9 Archer: Danger Island is an animated, half-hour 
comedy that centers on the semi-functioning alcoholic seaplane pilot, Sterling 
Archer, a lush on the lush South Pacific island of Mitimotu in 1939. While the 
rest of the world is concerned about the impending Second World War, Archer 
is only concerned with who's buying his next drink. Along with his trusty 
co-pilot Pam, Sterling must navigate quicksand, cannibals, super-intelligent 
monkeys, poison darts, pirates, and did we mention quicksand' Welcome to the 
mysterious and deadly world of Archer: Danger Island. Fox
Kryption: Season One Krypton turns the clock back two generations from the 
destruction of Superman's home world to tell the story of his predecessors. It 
features Superman's grandfather Seg-El, time-traveler Adam Strange, and DC 
super-villain Brainiac.All 10 episodes and the following bonus features are 
included on all home video versions of Krypton: The Complete First Season: 
Warner
London Fields Clairvoyant femme fatale Nicola Six has been living with a dark 
premonition of her impending death by murder. She begins a tangled love 
affair with three uniquely different men, one of whom she knows will be her 
murderer. Fox
Fantastic Beasts The Crimes of Grindelwald At the end of the first film, the 
powerful Dark wizard Gellert Grindelwald (Johnny Depp) was captured by 
MACUSA (Magical Congress of the United States of America), with the help of 
Newt Scamander (Eddie Redmayne). But, making good on his threat, 
Grindelwald escaped custody and has set about gathering followers, most 
unsuspecting of his true agenda: to raise pure-blood wizards up to rule over all 
non-magical beings. In an effort to thwart Grindelwalds plans, Albus 
Dumbledore (Jude Law) enlists his former student Newt Scamander, who 
agrees to help, unaware of the dangers that lie ahead. Lines are drawn as love 
and loyalty are tested, even among the truest friends and family, in an 
increasingly divided wizarding world. Warner
Aquaman From Warner Bros. Pictures and director James Wan comes an 
action-packed adventure that spans the vast, visually breathtaking underwater 
world of the seven seas, Aquaman, starring Jason Momoa in the title role. The 
film reveals the origin story of half-human, half-Atlantean Arthur Curry and 
takes him on the journey of his lifetimeone that will not only him to face who 
he really is, but to discover if he is worthy of who he was born to be... a king. 
Warner
Bumblebee On the run in the year 1987, Bumblebee finds refuge in a junkyard 
in a small Californian beach town. Charlie (Hailee Steinfeld), on the cusp of 
turning 18 and trying to find her place in the world, discovers Bumblebee, 
battle-scarred and broken. When Charlie revives him, she quickly learns this is 
no ordinary, yellow VW bug. Paramount
Big Kill A tenderfoot from Philadelphia, two misfit gamblers on the run, and a 
deadly preacher have a date with destiny in a boom town gone bust called Big 
Kill. After the death of his wife, Jim, the accountant, has come from the East to 
join his brother in business. Jake and Travis, two misfit rogues with one foot on 
each side of the law, have come from the south after being run out of Mexico 
under a hail of gunfire. What they find in the West is a wild ride, a fight for 
survival, and a moment of decision that will change them all forever. Well Go
If Beale Street Could Talk Is the story of Tish, a newly engaged Harlem woman 
who races against the clock to prove her lover's innocence while carrying their 
first born child to term. It is a celebration of love told through the story of a 
young couple, their families and their lives, trying to bring about justice 
through love, for love and the promise of the American dream. Fox
Donnie Brasco Posing as jewel broker Donnie Brasco, FBI agent Joseph D. 
Pistone (Johnny Depp), is granted entrance into the violent mob family of 
aging hitman Lefty Ruggiero (Al Pacion). When his personal and professional 
lives collide, Pistone jeopardizes his marriage, his job, his life and, ultimately, the 
gangster mentor he has come to respect and admire. From acclaimed director 
Mike Newell (Four Weddings and a Funeral) and featuring an extraordinary 
supporting cast including Michael Madsen, Anne Heche, Bruno Kirby and 
James Russo, Mill Creek
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